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Summary

Yield 2% daily  

Minimum deposit: 50 BUSD 

Maximum deposit: 10,000 BUSD 

3 mandatory compounds before 
withdrawal

 

24h to Compound/Withdrawal  

24h Rewards Cut-Off time  

Fees: 5% Marketing + Devs  

External revenues 
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Sustainability: 
The Core of Top Gun AI

We aim to make TVL increase or at least stay within a 
reasonable pace to keep rewards at 2% daily.  

2% daily means we need to exceed 60% monthly 

Limit Order GEM* Trading makes this more than possible!

Example:

Limit position buy order for X GEM coin triggers. In the coming 
days/weeks, the position is sold with 300% profits.
 
This position alone would already fuel a 2% daily rate of the 
invested amount. 

*GEM = Gem is a term for relatively unknown low-cap coins 

that have immense potential or are grossly undervalued.
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How will it work? Full 
transparency

We are building this project to increase our order
positions and extend profits. With extending profits for
X amounts we are more than happy to share it with

investors as we will still earn much more than we are
earning now with smaller positions.

Transparency

A sustainability tax of 5% is collected on entry.
 
Every time a 200 BUSD of 5% fee is collected:

Trades will be shared in the Telegram group. Each 
investor can follow the success of trades in live time.

Once the profit target of 500 BUSD is 100% reached:

The cycle repeats on each 200 BUSD collected.

200 BUSD goes into a wallet that invests in GEM 
coins using 1Inch limit orders

80% of profits will be reinvested into Top Gun AI TVL

20% goes to managing the investments

Process
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Main Game rules

Max withdrawal limit
Each wallet is eligible for a 1000% return on its investment. After the wallet
reaches ROI it will stop yielding. you can continue by using a new wallet.

Action timers
There is a limit of 24 hours, after that time, you will no longer receive yield. 
You need to make a reinvestment or a withdrawal to reset that timer.
The compound timer is limited to a 24-hour timer. Once your reach 24 hours 
since your last compound, you can compound again if you want to.

Mandatory compounds
You have to do 3 compounds in a row before selling your JETS (withdrawing 
rewards). Every withdrawal resets the compound counter. 

Referral system
The game has a built-in referral system. You can invite friends and get 1% of 
their investments directly into your JETS user account!

Legend
JETS are in-game tokens that represent your "share" of the whole pool and 
are used to calculate estimated yields.

Disclaimer
Funds that are deposited (including compounds) cannot be withdrawn, 
however, the protocol will pay daily dividends and referral rewards as JETS 
for the contract's life. Please use it at your own risk. Always Do Your Own 
Research! There is always a risk of uncertainty. Only use funds you can 
afford to lose.

Deposit funds and receive daily yields in "JETS"

Compound 3-times before withdrawing

Withdrawn profits are exchanged for BUSD and sent to your wallet
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Team

We are an experienced group of software developers, professional

traders, designers, and crypto game enthusiasts that love to create

innovative crypto games. We love that you can earn money while

having fun. We plan to make a series of games and create a brand

that people will know and trust.

https://cryptofortune.games

Part of the team also worked on

https://sapes.clubhttps://in�nitebattles.spacehttps://1000blocks.space
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Why AI (Artificial Intelligence)? 

Probably you already noticed a lot of projects out there that claim that 
they are using AI for daily trading or somehow together with crypto as a 
whole. Well, we do too. Why?

AI = Hyped Word ...good for marketing... NOTHING ELSE

No, ChatGPT will NOT tell you what you need to buy to get rich.

What do we use for trading?
• Good OLD Human BRAINS that are capable to process 11 million bits 

of information every second. *
• Years of experience in the market 
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https://www.npr.org/2020/07/14/891140598/understanding-unconscious-bias#:~:text=via%20Getty%20Images-,The%20human%20brain%20can%20process%2011%20million%20bits%20of%20information,bits%20of%20information%20a%20second.

